Welcome to F1000Prime
Here are some resources to help you get started.
F1000Prime – Discover the articles that matter
Find the most important research in Biology and Medicine chosen by leaders in their fields.

What is F1000Prime?
F1000Prime is an article recommendation service that helps you find the studies
that matter. Powered by a faculty of around 8,000 leading researchers in biology and
medicine, these Faculty Members provide expert commentary and opinion on the most
important articles published in thousands of journals worldwide. Our tools enable to
you easily identify, assess and interpret research relevant to your work.

How does F1000Prime help?
l Identify key papers in your research area or an area of related interest to you.
l Expert commentary on why the selected papers are important.
l Star ratings and rankings show you how good Faculty Members think an article is.
l Highlights papers in ancillary areas that may be useful to you.
l Advanced saved searches and article alerts to highlight only relevant articles.

Who are ‘The Faculty’?
The Faculty is composed leading experts in Biology and Medicine.
They are nominated by their peers and include Nobel Laureates, Lasker Award
winners, and Fellows of the Royal Society.
I must say that this is an enormously exciting service. It’s like having an entire auditorium full of the best
people in the world all sitting in on your weekly journal club!
David A. Galbraith, PhD, Head of Science, Royal Botanical Gardens, Canada

Recommendations – the expert commentary
F1000Prime provides expert commentary on the top 1% of articles indexed in PubMed.
The recommendations are brief, accessible reviews, highlighting the key findings and
putting the work into context, accompanied by star ratings.
By curating the top articles in your field, F1000Prime enables you to stay continuously
informed about the key research amongst the vast amount of scientific literature published each year.

Visit F1000.com/prime to get started.

Have more questions about F1000Prime?
Visit our FAQ page or contact us for more information.

I find F1000Prime useful for three main reasons:
identifying key papers in areas outside my own;
highlighting papers in journals that I don’t normally
read; and providing confirmation by an expert
of a paper I have read (i.e. a second opinion)
Martin Raff, University College London,
Fellow of the Royal Society

